ALTER EGO #162 - FC. Will Murray presents an amazing array of possible prototypes of Batman, Wonder Woman, Tarantula, and others. Plus a rare interview with Hal Sherman. 150 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $7.96 [19091130]

CREEPS #22 - B&W. Revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 1970's by replicating Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work. 52 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $4.76 [19091131]


STAN LEE MASTER CLASS SC - FC. (Stan Lee/Various) Lee provides aspiring comics artists with the creative effort behind the epic sequel to Frozen. Focusing on topics like anatomy, perspective, and character design, this is the next step for those looking to perfect their superhero rendering and create fantastic comics worlds perfect for today's modern comic book audience. Romita Sr cover. 224 pg. (6x11) $19.99 [19091133]

MARK RYDEN: ART OF WHIPPED CREAM HC - FC. (Mark Ryden) Blending themes of pop culture with techniques reminiscent of the old masters, Mark Ryden has created a singular style that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art. 260 pg. (9x12) Relist. Previous orders are cancelled. $38.96 [19091134]

ALIEN VAULT: DEFINITIVE STORY BEHIND FILM HC - FC. (Ian Nathan) Opens a portal into the making of the legendary film Alien. Previously published in 2011, the new edition includes an additional chapter tracing the path of Ridley Scott's return to the Alien saga with Prometheus and Alien: Covenant. 192 pg. (10x4) $36.00 [19091153]

DARK CRYSTAL: AGE OF RESISTANCE HC - (Daniel Wallace/Brian Froud) Explore the creation of The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Netflix's highly-anticipated new prequel series from The Jim Henson Company, with this all-access look at the show's journey to the screen. 192 pg. $40.00 [19091154]

Pulp Heroes

SHADOW DOUBLE-Novel VOL 146 CRIME ORACLE & MURDER BY MOONLIGHT SC - B&W. (Maxwell Grant & Various/Paul Orban & Tom Lovell) First, The Crime Oracle, dictates instructions for perfect crimes in a bizarre pulp thriller. Then, monstrous murders occur under a blood-red moon, and Lamont Cranston and Marge Lane must visit a strange sanitarium. George Rozen cover. 128 pg. (7x10) $11.96 [19091168]

Other Goodies

Walt Disney's Animator Showcase: The Art of Animation Volume 1 HC - FC. (Walt Disney) In their history of fractured timeline that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art, this sculpture of the tall, and hand-sculpted approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091180]

ALIEN VAULT: DEFINITIVE STORY BEHIND FILM HC - FC. (Ian Nathan) Opens a portal into the making of the legendary film Alien. Previously published in 2011, the new edition includes an additional chapter tracing the path of Ridley Scott's return to the Alien saga with Prometheus and Alien: Covenant. 192 pg. (10x4) $36.00 [19091153]

DARK CRYSTAL: AGE OF RESISTANCE HC - (Daniel Wallace/Brian Froud) Explore the creation of The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Netflix's highly-anticipated new prequel series from The Jim Henson Company, with this all-access look at the show's journey to the screen. 192 pg. $40.00 [19091154]

Pulp Heroes

SHADOW DOUBLE-Novel VOL 146 CRIME ORACLE & MURDER BY MOONLIGHT SC - B&W. (Maxwell Grant & Various/Paul Orban & Tom Lovell) First, The Crime Oracle, dictates instructions for perfect crimes in a bizarre pulp thriller. Then, monstrous murders occur under a blood-red moon, and Lamont Cranston and Marge Lane must visit a strange sanitarium. George Rozen cover. 128 pg. (7x10) $11.96 [19091168]

Other Goodies

Walt Disney's Animator Showcase: The Art of Animation Volume 1 HC - FC. (Walt Disney) In their history of fractured timeline that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art, this sculpture of the tall, and hand-sculpted approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091180]

ALIEN VAULT: DEFINITIVE STORY BEHIND FILM HC - FC. (Ian Nathan) Opens a portal into the making of the legendary film Alien. Previously published in 2011, the new edition includes an additional chapter tracing the path of Ridley Scott's return to the Alien saga with Prometheus and Alien: Covenant. 192 pg. (10x4) $36.00 [19091153]

DARK CRYSTAL: AGE OF RESISTANCE HC - (Daniel Wallace/Brian Froud) Explore the creation of The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Netflix's highly-anticipated new prequel series from The Jim Henson Company, with this all-access look at the show's journey to the screen. 192 pg. $40.00 [19091154]

Pulp Heroes

SHADOW DOUBLE-Novel VOL 146 CRIME ORACLE & MURDER BY MOONLIGHT SC - B&W. (Maxwell Grant & Various/Paul Orban & Tom Lovell) First, The Crime Oracle, dictates instructions for perfect crimes in a bizarre pulp thriller. Then, monstrous murders occur under a blood-red moon, and Lamont Cranston and Marge Lane must visit a strange sanitarium. George Rozen cover. 128 pg. (7x10) $11.96 [19091168]

Other Goodies

Walt Disney's Animator Showcase: The Art of Animation Volume 1 HC - FC. (Walt Disney) In their history of fractured timeline that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art, this sculpture of the tall, and hand-sculpted approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091180]

ALIEN VAULT: DEFINITIVE STORY BEHIND FILM HC - FC. (Ian Nathan) Opens a portal into the making of the legendary film Alien. Previously published in 2011, the new edition includes an additional chapter tracing the path of Ridley Scott's return to the Alien saga with Prometheus and Alien: Covenant. 192 pg. (10x4) $36.00 [19091153]

DARK CRYSTAL: AGE OF RESISTANCE HC - (Daniel Wallace/Brian Froud) Explore the creation of The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Netflix's highly-anticipated new prequel series from The Jim Henson Company, with this all-access look at the show's journey to the screen. 192 pg. $40.00 [19091154]

Pulp Heroes

SHADOW DOUBLE-Novel VOL 146 CRIME ORACLE & MURDER BY MOONLIGHT SC - B&W. (Maxwell Grant & Various/Paul Orban & Tom Lovell) First, The Crime Oracle, dictates instructions for perfect crimes in a bizarre pulp thriller. Then, monstrous murders occur under a blood-red moon, and Lamont Cranston and Marge Lane must visit a strange sanitarium. George Rozen cover. 128 pg. (7x10) $11.96 [19091168]

Other Goodies

Walt Disney's Animator Showcase: The Art of Animation Volume 1 HC - FC. (Walt Disney) In their history of fractured timeline that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art, this sculpture of the tall, and hand-sculpted approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091180]
HARRY POTTER DECORATIVE CUPS - Elegant decor goblets based on the Harry Potter films. Choose from Gryffindor [19091190], Hufflepuff [19091191], Ravenclaw [19091194], or Slytherin [19091195] designs as well as a Hogwarts [19091192] design. Made of resin and calcium carbonate with a stainless steel cup that stands 7” tall (hand wash recommended). Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $28.00 (each)

HARRY POTTER TOON TUMBLERS PINT GLASS: HOGWARTS CREST - Each glass holds 16oz. of liquid. $8.79 [19091197]

Simpsons

CODENAMES CARD GAME: SIMPSONS EDITION - A fun, easy to learn cooperative word game! Teams of players work together to locate secret agents who are concealed among a grid of Simpsons series reference. $19.96 [19091198]

50 YEAR MISSION: ORAL HISTORY OF STAR TREK - 1ST 25 YEARS SC - B&W. (Ed Gross & Mark Altmann) This is the unauthorized, unensored, and unbelievable true story behind the making of a pop culture phenomenon. The original Star Trek series debuted in 1966 and has spawned eight TV series spin-offs and a dozen feature films. The Fifty-Year Mission is a no-holds-barred oral history of five decades of Star Trek, told by the people who were there. 576 pg. ($6d) $17.59 [19091200]

SHATNER HC - (Michael Seth Start) As he approaches his ninetieth year, Shatner takes a comprehensive look at this singular performer, taking readers through William Shatner’s remarkably bumpy career and the resilience Shatner has shown. 320 pg. ($6d) $26.36 [19091201]

STAR TREK DISCOVERY FIGURE MAGAZINE #19 (DISCOVERY SHUTTLE) - FC. Each model will be accompanied by a magazine. 16 pg. $4.40 [19091202]

TREK SHIPVARIETY MEMBERS HC - FC. (Roben Robinson) A series of lavishly illustrated books that provide in-depth profiles of Star Trek ships. Each ship is profiled with all available technical information, operational history and plan view CG renders, wherever possible using the original VFX models that were used on the TV shows and movies. 188 pg. ($6d) $23.95 [19091203]

Star Wars

I AM C-3PO: THE INSIDE STORY HC - (Anthony Daniels) Discover the incredible untold story of one of Star Wars’ most iconic characters, C-3PO, told by the man who knows him best. For the very first time, Anthony Daniels will tell C-3PO’s story in its entirety, from the first concept images to the early stages of the final film in the Skywalker saga, Star Wars: Episode IX, and in the process, will also tell his own. 272 pg. ($6d) $19.99 [19091208]

STAR WARS HITCH PLUG: EMPIRE LOGO (DAMAGED) - Decorative hitch plug with the iconic Empire symbol. $19.99 [19091209]

STAR WARS INSIDER (2020 SPECIAL EDITION) - FC. Classic Interviews with Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, and Mark Hamill, plus an in-depth exploration of Star Wars as a pop culture phenomenon, from comic books and novels to toys and games. 144 pg. $11.99 [19091211]

HEARTS FOR A CAUSE

50 YEARS OF THEdescricao, art and products at www.westfieldcomics.com